
Here we are again for another short installment of ponderings with PJ.  We are still knee deep 
into the parables that Jesus is telling in chapter 13 of Matthew trying to explain what the kingdom of 
God is like to the gathered crowd around.  Of course, he then has to explain it to the “duh”sciples.  One 
thing we can say for sure is that Jesus, as we have him presented to us in the synoptic gospels anyway, is 
not exactly what you would call a poet.  So, he uses what he knows and imagery that he knows the 
gathered folks would know – Parables! 
 As I was going through the Greek a few days ago I noticed that the Greek word for “pearls” 
when sounded out is “Margarita,” and then I was off chasing a rabbit down a rabbit hole, as the 
expression goes, because a secondary meaning in the Greek is “Daisy.”  And, come to find out, the drink 
“Margarita” basically means daisy in Spanish.  So, now my mind is all over the place with word studies 
and the like and not really accomplishing anything concrete but having a royal good time sitting at the 
desk in the office at Salem in Mendon checking out all of the meanings of daisy in other languages and, 
better yet, the history of the cocktail known as the “Margarita.”  I will tell you all about it sometime I am 
sure.  Such is the nature of language and the use of poetry or parable to try to explain something that is 
unexplainable – The Kingdom of God.   

My simple question for us in these few days until we meet on Sunday is how would you all 
describe the Kingdom of God – using the “language” that you have.  I put the term language in quotes 
because that term can cover many things – some of us have the language of farmer, or mother, or 
plumber, or whatever.  If we collected all those ways of describing together, we could have a book of 
Faith and Grace Parish and their understanding of the Kingdom.  Happy pondering my fellow travelers! 
 
Peace, 
Pastor Jeff 


